












Spring Term: How I Survived & Lived to Tell the Tale 

 

ENGL 307: Poetry Workshop: “Fresh, Wild, Local.”  Course 
Description:  Like organic produce and wild-harvested plants, 
poetry is particularly tasty and potent when it is both local and 
fresh.  Since mindfulness about sensory input and the ways 
language stretches to name the unnamable are a key issue in the 
study and craft of poetry, the class visits fresh/local/wild food 
venues each week, where exploration focuses on all aspects of 
foraging, creating, adapting and eating food.  Students do guided 
writing exercises based on the landscape/geography of food both 
in the field and classroom, with a chapbook of student poems as 

our final product, to be donated to Campus Kitchen.  It is, of course, difficult to consider food without the 
alternative: hunger.  The absence of food has been at the heart of much great literature, yet few of us have 
had that experience.  Thus, students will serve two shifts with Campus Kitchen (Walmart Recovery, and 
Meal Service). 
 
Creative writing is like any other art, or like a sport, in that writers must spend much more time warming 
up, practicing, missing the mark, and revising, than they do actually presenting a finished object or 
winning a soccer tournament.  You wouldn’t wake up and expect to know instantly – even if you read up 
on it - how to sculpt a hunk of marble, or have the honed muscles and drilled-into-your-head plays to 
excel in soccer.  You would plan to start from scratch, experiment with tools, work at passes for days if 
not weeks; and you would have to accept a lot of advice, criticism, and plain old exercises from an 
instructor, a kind of dialog in which information is exchanged and ideas are clarified.  For a Spring Term 
4 week class, I ask that you finish 8 poems, where a full term would require 10; not much of a downsizing 
on the surface, but given the 20 hours of homework a week, an eminently do-able task.  My job, as your 
workshop leader, is to provide you with the experiences and practice skills that will get you into the best 
shape of your artistic life.  Don’t worry: you will write poems, good poems, this term.  But expect to 
sweat!  Our schedule asks us to do a week’s worth of work every time we meet.  DM 
 

It was terrific!  Here’s how we did it: 

1.  I demanded more work than I thought students could handle, but less than a usual semester: 8 
new poems rather than 10; close reading assignments but posted on course blog rather than 
turned in to just me; many intense directed free-writes both in class and outside of class that led 
to multiple poem possibilities and did much to avoid writer’s block; required a blog but allowed 
them to create it communally so no one person was burdened. 

2. I shifted a significant amount of prep and class time onto the student’s shoulders:  students 
were responsible for daily blog posts, which were included drafts of new poems, critique of each 
other’s drafts, and close readings of poems by published poets (which were also presented in 
class), as well as building the blog by finding and adding poetry/creative writing related 
websites, blogs, links, videos, etc.  Students were also responsible for planning and performing 
in the final poetry reading, and creating their own hand-made chapbooks of their new poetry.  
check it out at:  http://freshlocalwildpoetry.blogspot.com/ .  In addition, each week carried a 

http://freshlocalwildpoetry.blogspot.com/


significant reading requirement related to our field trip, and students were required to respond 
to the reading in unusual ways (creating a poetry assignment for class using the material in a 
chapter about bee diseases, for example, or creating a list of words/phrases to be used in a 
poem from conversations overheard at a Senior Citizen’s Center during lunch service).  By the 
second week, students were generating their own poetry exercises and exchanging them as 
homework. 

3. I made out-of-class-work highly visible to the entire class (and, in the case of the blog, to the 
larger W&L community), thus upping the motivational factor: Campus Kitchen featured our blog 
on their blog, and our blog was also featured on W&L main webpage.  In addition, students 
created handmade chapbooks of their work, bringing their designs and ideas to class to share 
throughout the process, and presenting the finished project at the final poetry reading. 

4. I took advantage of local talent to help carry the teaching load, with significant free-writing and 
poem drafts required afterwards (sometimes on site, sometimes posted on the blog, often 
both).  We visited a local beekeeper, who opened his hives for us and even gave one sore 
baseball player some bee-sting therapy (then we went on to my house for a honey-tasting event 
and writing), traveled to Wade’s Mill to see how corn is ground, then had a baking lesson with 
the miller’s wife (and devoured the resulting cornbread), had a wild-harvester come visit class 
with samples of local wild foods; students also served two sessions with Campus Kitchen – the 
first time, making a Walmart run to pick up donated food, the second time to serve meals to 
low-income folks around Rockbridge County.  We had a final stupendous field trip planned to 
Polyface Farms (a local sustainable farm that is internationally famous), but were rained out.   If 
I had been thinking fast, we could have redirected to the Lexington Farmer’s Market but I 
missed the boat on that one.  Have a back-up planned.  These experiences were all hands-on, 
tasting, smelling, touching, listening, re-visioning of food, with writing exercises designed to 
capture some part of it that was intense and fresh.  Participation was not only mandatory, but 
unavoidable – even the guy allergic to bees went to the apiary and got a poem out of it, and 
even the other student allergic to practically all foods had a great collection of poems by the end 
of the term. 
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